Introduction - 1

Bill Hicks - ADULT MATERIAL!!

The case of Dicky Veteran
Past Life Memories
"Psychic" Experiences
Near Death Experiences
Case of idiot savants (Foolish Wise Ones)
Dr Gary Schwartiz experiments
Schrodingers Cat and the Observer Effect
Remote Viewing
Consciousness altering Drugs (DMT)
Science, Psychology, Parapsychology
Christianity and other religions
Cosmicism
Religion (brief)

We will attempt touch on Consciousness in relation to
This was from a posting in May 2011

The Hatheors (Tom Kenyon)

Transition of Consciousness

Expanded Consciousness and Religions
Thought by some to be an “Elaborate Marketing Scheme,” this site offers some detailed information and distinctive and provocative graphics and music. It talks about a “mythology” and “a central race” who are here to help us discover the “grand portal” of consciousness. It is a complex and detailed site – containing thousands of pages (and therefore dissimilar to other sites which just want to make money or start a “pyramid” scheme).

Personally, I think the skill of presentation of the material, and the depth and eloquence therein is “a level above” what I have seen elsewhere. Here’s a sample… see how much you can take in!

http://www.wingmakers.com/
From their website:

"Human consciousness is evolving, awaking to the discovery of Self. All of us are participants in the evolution of consciousness, the next great leap for humanity. We perceive ourselves to be more than just our physical bodies. Life itself is not something physical and death something spiritual. For us, life experiences have taken on a new significance. We marvel at the wonder of an emerging perception of reality that has been here waiting for us to realize all along."

Sounds good… but, it appears they are linked to SRI…

Monroe Institute
Les Harwood knew Wilbert Smith and, after Smith’s death, he was called upon to expand on some of Smith’s writings, eventually self-publishing a book called “The Esoteric Self” – which focuses on the role of our consciousness in the Creative Process.

This book can be downloaded free from my website.

Later in the programme, the team apparently started experimenting with “remote influence” – i.e. could they induce changes in someone or something. They attempted to kill a goat with “the power of the mind” – and apparently were able to do so. This bizarrely enough was called “Project Jedi”.

In 2009, the remote viewing/remote influence projects were part of a wider agenda and set of knowledge.

If it was such a joke, why was Joe McMoneagle awarded the Legion of Merit, America’s highest military non-combat medal for his work in these projects?

Apparantly, people involved in these projects weren’t too happy with the film. Have they left out something?
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Men Who Stare At Goats
Some researchers like Dr. Jim Tucker have found that children—before the age of about 10—have quite detailed memories of a past life.

Gus Taylor from the Mid Western America is one example—he has memories of being his own grandfather!

Another experiencer—James Leininger from the Mid Western America—is a fighter pilot... James Huston recognized living people from his past life as a fighter pilot... He describes and names people he knew when he was a fighter pilot in a previous life.

It appears consciousness survives physical death... Conscious living people from his past life as a fighter pilot... James Huston.

Children with Past Life Memories

Pineal Gland — and Rene Descartes

The pineal gland is a tiny organ in the center of the brain that played an important role in Descartes' (1596-1650) philosophy. He regarded it as the principal seat of the soul and the place in which all our thoughts are formed.

The pineal gland is a small organ in the middle of the brain. It played an important role in Descartes' philosophy (1596-1650). He regarded it as the principal seat of the soul and the place where all our thoughts are formed.
The sixth stage is the "being of light". This being asks the person to reflect on their life and acts as a supportive and compassionate guide.

The seventh stage is the "review". The review consists of a series of pictures of the person's past life on earth - helping to give understanding concerning their own behavior and the reactions of others to that behavior.

The eighth stage is "the border". It is described as a door or threshold or line between those who can return to life and those that cannot.

The ninth stage is "coming back". People describe returning in various ways - some do not remember returning but wake up later and remember the experience.

The tenth stage is "telling others". Individuals in many cases find it difficult to talk about their near-death experience and many of their friends and relatives do not believe it was real. It is characterized as a dream, a fantasy, or an illusion.

If the probability that life evolves in a suitable environment is low, we may be able to prove that we are likely to be alone in the galaxy (Universe). If it is high, then there is no reason to pose the question at all. If there are many, if not all, such planets would have a reducing atmosphere they would not be very hospitable to the higher forms of life we know them on Earth.

Several billion years the chemical systems had a reducing atmosphere. Note that because several billion years the chemical systems had a reducing atmosphere. Note that because many, if not all, such planets would have a reducing atmosphere they would not be very hospitable to the higher forms of life as we know them on Earth.

Talked about life being brought here from elsewhere...
In "Life After Life," First published in 1975 Dr. Raymond Moody published a number of accounts of those who had "died" and then "come back." Sceptics claim that the accounts are simply "oxygen starved hallucinations" (although they try to dress it up nicely). If the studies have concluded that NDE’s prove that our unconsciousness can be separated from our body and that we can gain information while we are in a state of clinical death, even during a period of unconsciousness – even while we are in a state of unconsciousness, then why have written the books and done the research? Most who have written the books and done the research have also studied the accounts from different cultures and groups of people. Dr. Peter Fenwick has looked at the neurological side of the research. Dr. Jeffrey Long has compiled a study showing that the NDE accounts are very similar regardless of culture. Dr. Peter Fenwick has looked at the neurological side they are in a good mood.

Dr. Jeffrey Long has compiled a study showing that the NDE accounts are very similar across different cultures and groups of people. Dr. Peter Fenwick has looked at the neurological side they are in a good mood.

In "Life After Life," First published in 1975 Dr. Raymond Moody has published a number of accounts of patients who have returned to life. Other doctors such as Dr. Michael Sabom and Dr. Peter Fenwick have also studied the accounts from different cultures and groups of people.

Dr. Jeffrey Long has compiled a study showing that the NDE accounts are very similar regardless of culture. Dr. Peter Fenwick has looked at the neurological side they are in a good mood.
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Dr. Jeffrey Long has compiled a study showing that the NDE accounts are very similar regardless of culture. Dr. Peter Fenwick has looked at the neurological side they are in a good mood.
In a paper published in June 2010, in EXPLORE: The Journal of Science & Healing, entitled “Possible Application Of Silicon Photomultiplier Technology To Detect The Presence Of Spirit And Intention: Three Proof-of-concept Experiments” Dr Gary Schwartz describes experiments where he invited “Hypothesized Angels” and “Hypothesized Spirits” are asked to enter an experimental box where flashes of light can be detected under tightly controlled conditions.

Dr Schwartz has developed these experiments over a number of years – in several areas of parapsychology – and has come to the conclusion that there is a “Greater Spiritual Reality” that is not detectable by conventional scientific methods.

In books he has written, such as “The G.O.D. Experiments” and “Sacred Promise”, he describes some of these experiments and his reasons for doing them. In simple terms, this is something that quantum physics talks of. It is argued that, like with the “Cat” Experiment, the act of observing something changes the outcome. Some scientists have considered this principle in detail and think that we can affect reality by simply observing it...

One might argue that consciousness is affecting what is observed... some scientists have considered this principle in detail and think that we can affect reality by simply observing it...

In a paper published in June 2010, in EXPLORE: The Journal of Science & Healing & "Greater Spiritual Reality"...